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WMCA RADIO 
 

ISSUE / PROGRAM LIST 
 
WMCA radio on a continuing basis seeks to stay informed regarding the issues, problems 
and needs of its service area. This is accomplished in part through meetings with 
prominent and informed leaders in the community. WMCA also utilizes informal contacts 
with community leaders and general media sources outside of our organization (i.e. TV, 
radio and print media), WMCA management, through membership in civic and charitable 
organizations maintains active involvement dealing with problems and issues confronting 
our community. Information is also obtained through general issue-oriented material sent 
to the station and to station personnel. In this report, WMCA will list the issues it has 
determined to be of major local concern and will list some of the programming avenues 
taken to address those issues. 



Station Management Editorials Various Times 
 
The station airs editorials dealing with relevant issues.  Information detailing topics, 
specific dates and times aired is attached. 
 



WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/03/23 1:00 12:19:28 PM

tragically, a growing percentage of American adults has no living spouse or biological 

children. It’s a result of baby boomers’ lower marriage rates, higher divorce rates and 

higher rates of childlessness than earlier generations. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/03/23 1:00 2:29:12 PM

tragically, a growing percentage of American adults has no living spouse or biological 

children. It’s a result of baby boomers’ lower marriage rates, higher divorce rates and 

higher rates of childlessness than earlier generations. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/03/23 1:00 3:15:18 PM

tragically, a growing percentage of American adults has no living spouse or biological 

children. It’s a result of baby boomers’ lower marriage rates, higher divorce rates and 

higher rates of childlessness than earlier generations. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/03/23 1:00 10:02:01 PM

tragically, a growing percentage of American adults has no living spouse or biological 

children. It’s a result of baby boomers’ lower marriage rates, higher divorce rates and 

higher rates of childlessness than earlier generations. 

WMCA-AM Wednesday 01/04/23 1:00 3:32:18 PM

Some 19 members of the Freedom Caucus blocked Kevin McCarthy’s bid for House 

Speaker on the first ballot. McCarthy had tried to negotiate with the dissenters 

despite winning the leadership election weeks earlier, offering a series of 

concessions. Despite McCarthy’s attempts to come to a compromise, the dissenters 

finally declared that no deal could be made that would allow them to support 

McCarthy.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 01/04/23 1:00 4:59:33 PM

Some 19 members of the Freedom Caucus blocked Kevin McCarthy’s bid for House 

Speaker on the first ballot. McCarthy had tried to negotiate with the dissenters 

despite winning the leadership election weeks earlier, offering a series of 

concessions. Despite McCarthy’s attempts to come to a compromise, the dissenters 

finally declared that no deal could be made that would allow them to support 

McCarthy.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 01/04/23 1:00 11:58:41 PM

Some 19 members of the Freedom Caucus blocked Kevin McCarthy’s bid for House 

Speaker on the first ballot. McCarthy had tried to negotiate with the dissenters 

despite winning the leadership election weeks earlier, offering a series of 

concessions. Despite McCarthy’s attempts to come to a compromise, the dissenters 

finally declared that no deal could be made that would allow them to support 

McCarthy.

WMCA-AM Thursday 01/05/23 1:00 3:02:15 PM
When the best performers of the year are recession hedges, inflation hedges and tax 

shelters, it says a lot about where things are headed.  For America, it’s not good. 

WMCA-AM Thursday 01/05/23 1:00 4:27:47 PM
When the best performers of the year are recession hedges, inflation hedges and tax 

shelters, it says a lot about where things are headed.  For America, it’s not good. 

WMCA-AM Friday 01/06/23 1:00 6:56:16 AM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Friday 01/06/23 1:00 7:24:23 AM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Friday 01/06/23 1:00 2:57:58 PM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.



WMCA-AM Friday 01/06/23 1:00 5:29:04 PM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/07/23 1:00 5:53:00 AM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/07/23 1:00 7:56:58 AM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/07/23 1:00 5:56:27 PM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/07/23 1:00 8:59:23 PM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/08/23 1:00 1:55:16 AM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/08/23 1:00 8:55:54 AM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/08/23 1:00 4:54:04 PM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/08/23 1:00 7:55:31 PM

The FBI kept busy in 2022, but fighting terrorists took a back seat to politics. The 

Bureau targeted parents who protested school boards’ covid policies. And the Twitter 

files have exposed extensive FBI efforts to censor right-leaning Americans.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/09/23 1:00 1:59:03 AM

Benedict understood that the great challenge of our time is a battle of ideas. A battle 

of ideas about who and what God is, if God is; a battle of ideas about who and what 

man is, and what man’s place in the cosmos may be; a battle of ideas about faith and 

reason, and mankind’s ability to apprehend objective truth.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/09/23 1:00 6:56:33 PM

Benedict understood that the great challenge of our time is a battle of ideas. A battle 

of ideas about who and what God is, if God is; a battle of ideas about who and what 

man is, and what man’s place in the cosmos may be; a battle of ideas about faith and 

reason, and mankind’s ability to apprehend objective truth.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/09/23 1:00 9:55:53 PM

Benedict understood that the great challenge of our time is a battle of ideas. A battle 

of ideas about who and what God is, if God is; a battle of ideas about who and what 

man is, and what man’s place in the cosmos may be; a battle of ideas about faith and 

reason, and mankind’s ability to apprehend objective truth.



WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/10/23 1:00 2:27:29 PM
According to a number of news reports, CVS recently fired a nurse practitioner whose 

conscience prevented her from prescribing abortifacients to patients. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/10/23 1:00 3:41:01 PM
According to a number of news reports, CVS recently fired a nurse practitioner whose 

conscience prevented her from prescribing abortifacients to patients. 

WMCA-AM Wednesday 01/11/23 1:00 8:31:50 AM

To solve the crisis, President Biden needs to forget the Potemkin Village and the 

photo ops. Just restore the “remain in Mexico” policy, build the wall and renew our 

resolve. 

WMCA-AM Wednesday 01/11/23 1:00 5:58:24 PM

To solve the crisis, President Biden needs to forget the Potemkin Village and the 

photo ops. Just restore the “remain in Mexico” policy, build the wall and renew our 

resolve. 

WMCA-AM Thursday 01/12/23 1:00 5:12:05 AM

Did a Russian troll-farm meme of Hillary Clinton arm-wrestling Jesus really cost her 

the 2016 election? After more than six years of unrelenting hysteria over 

“disinformation,” the Washington Post belatedly reported on a study that concluded 

what everyone should have known already. Data shows that Russian ‘interference’ 

via supposed disinformation didn’t impact voter choices—at all.

WMCA-AM Thursday 01/12/23 1:00 12:19:30 PM

Did a Russian troll-farm meme of Hillary Clinton arm-wrestling Jesus really cost her 

the 2016 election? After more than six years of unrelenting hysteria over 

“disinformation,” the Washington Post belatedly reported on a study that concluded 

what everyone should have known already. Data shows that Russian ‘interference’ 

via supposed disinformation didn’t impact voter choices—at all.

WMCA-AM Thursday 01/12/23 1:00 5:31:23 PM

Did a Russian troll-farm meme of Hillary Clinton arm-wrestling Jesus really cost her 

the 2016 election? After more than six years of unrelenting hysteria over 

“disinformation,” the Washington Post belatedly reported on a study that concluded 

what everyone should have known already. Data shows that Russian ‘interference’ 

via supposed disinformation didn’t impact voter choices—at all.

WMCA-AM Thursday 01/12/23 1:00 11:57:24 PM

Did a Russian troll-farm meme of Hillary Clinton arm-wrestling Jesus really cost her 

the 2016 election? After more than six years of unrelenting hysteria over 

“disinformation,” the Washington Post belatedly reported on a study that concluded 

what everyone should have known already. Data shows that Russian ‘interference’ 

via supposed disinformation didn’t impact voter choices—at all.

WMCA-AM Friday 01/13/23 1:00 3:18:42 PM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Friday 01/13/23 1:00 11:56:22 PM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/14/23 1:00 7:28:13 AM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/14/23 1:00 1:58:16 PM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/14/23 1:00 8:28:21 PM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 



WMCA-AM Saturday 01/14/23 1:00 9:43:04 PM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/15/23 1:00 1:55:18 AM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/15/23 1:00 9:55:14 AM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/15/23 1:00 4:25:05 PM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/15/23 1:00 7:56:32 PM

As the new speaker distributes the fruits of his long struggle, McCarthy won’t be 

“punishing” anyone. He’ll be rewarding those who appreciate the value of political 

parties. 

WMCA-AM Monday 01/16/23 1:00 1:39:16 AM

media outlets began to grudgingly note that the scandal was at least the same class 

as the one hyped up about Donald Trump – and that Biden and his team had hidden 

it until well after the midterms. That’s not a Corvette standard; it’s a political car 

wreck, entirely of Biden’s own making.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/16/23 1:00 6:25:52 AM

media outlets began to grudgingly note that the scandal was at least the same class 

as the one hyped up about Donald Trump – and that Biden and his team had hidden 

it until well after the midterms. That’s not a Corvette standard; it’s a political car 

wreck, entirely of Biden’s own making.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/16/23 1:00 3:31:49 PM

media outlets began to grudgingly note that the scandal was at least the same class 

as the one hyped up about Donald Trump – and that Biden and his team had hidden 

it until well after the midterms. That’s not a Corvette standard; it’s a political car 

wreck, entirely of Biden’s own making.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/16/23 1:00 4:28:19 PM

media outlets began to grudgingly note that the scandal was at least the same class 

as the one hyped up about Donald Trump – and that Biden and his team had hidden 

it until well after the midterms. That’s not a Corvette standard; it’s a political car 

wreck, entirely of Biden’s own making.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/17/23 1:00 12:06:28 PM

Legislators have two choices. They can fight the teachers’ unions leaders to try to fix 

the public schools. Or else they can pass legislation to offer poor and middle-class 

kids the same educational choice rich kids get.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/17/23 1:00 6:02:00 PM

Legislators have two choices. They can fight the teachers’ unions leaders to try to fix 

the public schools. Or else they can pass legislation to offer poor and middle-class 

kids the same educational choice rich kids get.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/17/23 1:00 9:25:36 PM

Legislators have two choices. They can fight the teachers’ unions leaders to try to fix 

the public schools. Or else they can pass legislation to offer poor and middle-class 

kids the same educational choice rich kids get.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 01/17/23 1:00 10:02:00 PM

Legislators have two choices. They can fight the teachers’ unions leaders to try to fix 

the public schools. Or else they can pass legislation to offer poor and middle-class 

kids the same educational choice rich kids get.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 01/18/23 1:00 5:24:47 AM
Joe Biden was a compromise candidate from the start. Democrats rallied around him 

out of necessity. If he’s no longer useful, they’ll move him aside for the same reason.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 01/18/23 1:00 2:56:11 PM
Joe Biden was a compromise candidate from the start. Democrats rallied around him 

out of necessity. If he’s no longer useful, they’ll move him aside for the same reason.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 01/18/23 1:00 3:31:49 PM
Joe Biden was a compromise candidate from the start. Democrats rallied around him 

out of necessity. If he’s no longer useful, they’ll move him aside for the same reason.



WMCA-AM Thursday 01/19/23 1:00 12:00:08 AM
The nation has, once again, maxed out its credit card. I’m referring to the $31.4 

trillion dollar limit on gross federal debt.

WMCA-AM Thursday 01/19/23 1:00 5:31:43 PM
The nation has, once again, maxed out its credit card. I’m referring to the $31.4 

trillion dollar limit on gross federal debt.

WMCA-AM Thursday 01/19/23 1:00 8:57:58 PM
The nation has, once again, maxed out its credit card. I’m referring to the $31.4 

trillion dollar limit on gross federal debt.

WMCA-AM Friday 01/20/23 1:00 3:18:44 PM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Friday 01/20/23 1:00 5:28:42 PM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/21/23 1:00 4:57:17 AM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/21/23 1:00 7:57:42 AM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/21/23 1:00 8:26:40 PM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/21/23 1:00 10:57:59 PM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/22/23 1:00 9:56:59 AM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/22/23 1:00 3:14:46 PM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/22/23 1:00 3:56:32 PM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 



WMCA-AM Sunday 01/22/23 1:00 7:57:16 PM

So now we’re learning what the left means by “equity.” Seven high schools in Fairfax 

County, Virginia, have admitted they deliberately failed to tell some of their students 

they had been commended by the prestigious National Merit corporation. It was part 

of a new school strategy meant to provide “equal outcomes for every student, 

without exceptions.” 

WMCA-AM Monday 01/23/23 1:00 1:28:22 AM

CVS and Walgreens may now be dispensing mifepristone, that is to say the abortion 

pill. The availability of those pills at the big chains and local so-called brick-and-

mortar pharmacies—well that’s a game changer

WMCA-AM Monday 01/23/23 1:00 3:32:48 PM

CVS and Walgreens may now be dispensing mifepristone, that is to say the abortion 

pill. The availability of those pills at the big chains and local so-called brick-and-

mortar pharmacies—well that’s a game changer

WMCA-AM Monday 01/23/23 1:00 4:25:52 PM

CVS and Walgreens may now be dispensing mifepristone, that is to say the abortion 

pill. The availability of those pills at the big chains and local so-called brick-and-

mortar pharmacies—well that’s a game changer

WMCA-AM Monday 01/23/23 1:00 6:55:09 PM

CVS and Walgreens may now be dispensing mifepristone, that is to say the abortion 

pill. The availability of those pills at the big chains and local so-called brick-and-

mortar pharmacies—well that’s a game changer

WMCA-AM Friday 01/27/23 1:00 9:28:01 AM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Friday 01/27/23 1:00 6:02:00 PM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/28/23 1:00 7:27:56 AM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/28/23 1:00 1:57:05 PM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/28/23 1:00 5:00:00 PM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/28/23 1:00 8:42:05 PM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/29/23 1:00 1:57:00 AM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/29/23 1:00 4:19:18 AM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.



WMCA-AM Sunday 01/29/23 1:00 8:27:24 AM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/29/23 1:00 9:41:49 AM

Biden’s classified document scandal spells real trouble for The White House—and the 

departure of Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, proves it. Klain has been with the 

president for more than thirty years. He knows Washington, and he can read the 

writing on the wall.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/30/23 1:00 12:58:33 AM

Here’s the question: “Is Defying Parents the Only Ethical Alternative?” Amazingly 

enough, that’s the question which is the title of an article recently published in the 

Atlantic—coming from author Conor Friedersdorf.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/30/23 1:00 3:32:55 PM

Here’s the question: “Is Defying Parents the Only Ethical Alternative?” Amazingly 

enough, that’s the question which is the title of an article recently published in the 

Atlantic—coming from author Conor Friedersdorf.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/30/23 1:00 3:58:41 PM

Here’s the question: “Is Defying Parents the Only Ethical Alternative?” Amazingly 

enough, that’s the question which is the title of an article recently published in the 

Atlantic—coming from author Conor Friedersdorf.

WMCA-AM Monday 01/30/23 1:00 8:25:57 PM

Here’s the question: “Is Defying Parents the Only Ethical Alternative?” Amazingly 

enough, that’s the question which is the title of an article recently published in the 

Atlantic—coming from author Conor Friedersdorf.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/01/23 1:00 5:53:41 AM

Now our country is confronting a stream of illegal immigrants from the north, as 

well. The Border Patrol reports a 743% increase in migrant encounters, compared to 

the same period last year. Traffickers are victimizing migrants. Consequences can be 

horrific for those trying to enter. Some – including an Indian family of four – have 

literally frozen to death.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/01/23 1:00 6:24:09 AM

Now our country is confronting a stream of illegal immigrants from the north, as 

well. The Border Patrol reports a 743% increase in migrant encounters, compared to 

the same period last year. Traffickers are victimizing migrants. Consequences can be 

horrific for those trying to enter. Some – including an Indian family of four – have 

literally frozen to death.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/01/23 1:00 3:32:48 PM

Now our country is confronting a stream of illegal immigrants from the north, as 

well. The Border Patrol reports a 743% increase in migrant encounters, compared to 

the same period last year. Traffickers are victimizing migrants. Consequences can be 

horrific for those trying to enter. Some – including an Indian family of four – have 

literally frozen to death.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/01/23 1:00 5:28:59 PM

Now our country is confronting a stream of illegal immigrants from the north, as 

well. The Border Patrol reports a 743% increase in migrant encounters, compared to 

the same period last year. Traffickers are victimizing migrants. Consequences can be 

horrific for those trying to enter. Some – including an Indian family of four – have 

literally frozen to death.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/02/23 1:00 4:56:12 AM

Yes, inflation is lower … somewhat. It certainly has come down from the 

stratospheric levels of nearly 10 percent a year, but at 5 percent a year, it's still 

unacceptably high. There's no grounds for our policymakers to declare victory … the 

job just is not done.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/02/23 1:00 3:15:37 PM

Yes, inflation is lower … somewhat. It certainly has come down from the 

stratospheric levels of nearly 10 percent a year, but at 5 percent a year, it's still 

unacceptably high. There's no grounds for our policymakers to declare victory … the 

job just is not done.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/02/23 1:00 7:55:04 PM

Yes, inflation is lower … somewhat. It certainly has come down from the 

stratospheric levels of nearly 10 percent a year, but at 5 percent a year, it's still 

unacceptably high. There's no grounds for our policymakers to declare victory … the 

job just is not done.



WMCA-AM Thursday 02/02/23 1:00 10:02:06 PM

Yes, inflation is lower … somewhat. It certainly has come down from the 

stratospheric levels of nearly 10 percent a year, but at 5 percent a year, it's still 

unacceptably high. There's no grounds for our policymakers to declare victory … the 

job just is not done.

WMCA-AM Friday 02/03/23 1:00 5:25:44 AM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Friday 02/03/23 1:00 4:25:34 PM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Friday 02/03/23 1:00 5:30:15 PM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Friday 02/03/23 1:00 11:56:25 PM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/04/23 1:00 7:25:41 AM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/04/23 1:00 11:29:05 AM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/04/23 1:00 5:46:17 PM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/04/23 1:00 8:58:52 PM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/05/23 1:00 7:59:05 AM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/05/23 1:00 10:29:01 AM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/05/23 1:00 3:02:59 PM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/05/23 1:00 7:56:13 PM

At this point, with many Americans doubtful about its integrity and motives, the 

intelligence bureaucracy would be wise to choose transparency. Instead, it’s raising 

bipartisan suspicions. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/07/23 1:00 8:31:48 AM The markets appear to be pricing in a recession in America.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/07/23 1:00 6:28:37 PM The markets appear to be pricing in a recession in America.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/07/23 1:00 11:57:29 PM The markets appear to be pricing in a recession in America.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/08/23 1:00 9:27:56 AM

Hunter Biden went on offense last week over his laptop and investigations of tax 

fraud, allegations of sexual abuse of employees, and potential corruption. 

Unfortunately for Biden, he and his team fumbled—and raising even more questions 

about political manipulation and weaponized law enforcement.



WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/08/23 1:00 12:06:15 PM

Hunter Biden went on offense last week over his laptop and investigations of tax 

fraud, allegations of sexual abuse of employees, and potential corruption. 

Unfortunately for Biden, he and his team fumbled—and raising even more questions 

about political manipulation and weaponized law enforcement.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/08/23 1:00 5:28:36 PM

Hunter Biden went on offense last week over his laptop and investigations of tax 

fraud, allegations of sexual abuse of employees, and potential corruption. 

Unfortunately for Biden, he and his team fumbled—and raising even more questions 

about political manipulation and weaponized law enforcement.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/08/23 1:00 8:28:56 PM

Hunter Biden went on offense last week over his laptop and investigations of tax 

fraud, allegations of sexual abuse of employees, and potential corruption. 

Unfortunately for Biden, he and his team fumbled—and raising even more questions 

about political manipulation and weaponized law enforcement.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/09/23 1:00 3:32:24 PM
Joe Biden had big ambitions. His State of the Union was designed to persuade 

dubious voters that he deserves a second term.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/09/23 1:00 5:31:28 PM
Joe Biden had big ambitions. His State of the Union was designed to persuade 

dubious voters that he deserves a second term.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/09/23 1:00 6:02:00 PM
Joe Biden had big ambitions. His State of the Union was designed to persuade 

dubious voters that he deserves a second term.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/09/23 1:00 11:56:25 PM
Joe Biden had big ambitions. His State of the Union was designed to persuade 

dubious voters that he deserves a second term.

WMCA-AM Friday 02/10/23 1:00 12:01:33 AM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Friday 02/10/23 1:00 12:35:30 PM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Friday 02/10/23 1:00 2:56:36 PM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Friday 02/10/23 1:00 5:29:44 PM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/11/23 1:00 4:58:59 AM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/11/23 1:00 7:26:02 AM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/11/23 1:00 4:26:47 PM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 



WMCA-AM Saturday 02/11/23 1:00 11:25:50 PM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/12/23 1:00 9:01:19 AM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/12/23 1:00 4:58:48 PM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/12/23 1:00 7:25:30 PM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/12/23 1:00 7:54:24 PM

Big Pharma has had a bad couple of years in the eyes of many Americans. Pfizer in 

particular has gotten in hot water with various undercover video released by Project 

Veritas. Now Pfizer's brand is associated with Satanic trolling. Who made this 

decision? 

WMCA-AM Monday 02/13/23 1:00 6:25:54 AM
“Why can’t they just go to another baker?” That’s the question many are asking after 

the most recent set-back for Jack Phillips.

WMCA-AM Monday 02/13/23 1:00 8:30:49 AM
“Why can’t they just go to another baker?” That’s the question many are asking after 

the most recent set-back for Jack Phillips.

WMCA-AM Monday 02/13/23 1:00 12:36:28 PM
“Why can’t they just go to another baker?” That’s the question many are asking after 

the most recent set-back for Jack Phillips.

WMCA-AM Monday 02/13/23 1:00 5:58:26 PM
“Why can’t they just go to another baker?” That’s the question many are asking after 

the most recent set-back for Jack Phillips.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/14/23 1:00 4:28:10 PM

Usually new jobs are a sign of a growing economy, but the growth data points to a 

stagnant economy right now. It's good that people are going back to work, but 

there's a difference between job growth from an actual boom and hard times driving 

people back to work. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/14/23 1:00 8:27:26 PM

Usually new jobs are a sign of a growing economy, but the growth data points to a 

stagnant economy right now. It's good that people are going back to work, but 

there's a difference between job growth from an actual boom and hard times driving 

people back to work. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/14/23 1:00 9:58:18 PM

Usually new jobs are a sign of a growing economy, but the growth data points to a 

stagnant economy right now. It's good that people are going back to work, but 

there's a difference between job growth from an actual boom and hard times driving 

people back to work. 

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/15/23 1:00 6:23:05 AM

So, yet again: the Biden White House fails to inspire confidence. Worse, its silence 

registers a lack of care and outright contempt for the American people. We’re not 

entitled to state secrets, but we do have a right to know what is flying over our 

country—and why.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/15/23 1:00 3:17:39 PM

So, yet again: the Biden White House fails to inspire confidence. Worse, its silence 

registers a lack of care and outright contempt for the American people. We’re not 

entitled to state secrets, but we do have a right to know what is flying over our 

country—and why.



WMCA-AM Thursday 02/16/23 1:00 1:57:26 AM

The social panic over “disinformation” reached a new low last week. An exposé in the 

Washington Examiner revealed that Microsoft had blocked advertisers from 

sponsoring hundreds of conservative websites, based on secret blacklists created by a 

company calling itself the Global Disinformation Index. Without any data—and 

indeed without any attempt at engagement—GDI smeared hundreds of conservative 

sites and writers and attempted to put them out of business.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/16/23 1:00 4:27:18 AM

The social panic over “disinformation” reached a new low last week. An exposé in the 

Washington Examiner revealed that Microsoft had blocked advertisers from 

sponsoring hundreds of conservative websites, based on secret blacklists created by a 

company calling itself the Global Disinformation Index. Without any data—and 

indeed without any attempt at engagement—GDI smeared hundreds of conservative 

sites and writers and attempted to put them out of business.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/16/23 1:00 2:56:34 PM

The social panic over “disinformation” reached a new low last week. An exposé in the 

Washington Examiner revealed that Microsoft had blocked advertisers from 

sponsoring hundreds of conservative websites, based on secret blacklists created by a 

company calling itself the Global Disinformation Index. Without any data—and 

indeed without any attempt at engagement—GDI smeared hundreds of conservative 

sites and writers and attempted to put them out of business.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/16/23 1:00 6:57:09 PM

The social panic over “disinformation” reached a new low last week. An exposé in the 

Washington Examiner revealed that Microsoft had blocked advertisers from 

sponsoring hundreds of conservative websites, based on secret blacklists created by a 

company calling itself the Global Disinformation Index. Without any data—and 

indeed without any attempt at engagement—GDI smeared hundreds of conservative 

sites and writers and attempted to put them out of business.

WMCA-AM Friday 02/17/23 1:00 4:57:01 AM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Friday 02/17/23 1:00 3:42:15 PM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Friday 02/17/23 1:00 11:56:23 PM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/18/23 1:00 8:02:55 AM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.



WMCA-AM Saturday 02/18/23 1:00 5:15:00 PM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/18/23 1:00 8:26:43 PM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/18/23 1:00 11:58:56 PM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/19/23 1:00 6:52:42 AM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/19/23 1:00 7:59:01 AM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/19/23 1:00 2:27:24 PM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/19/23 1:00 3:03:00 PM

“Anti-Catholic bigotry appears to be festering in the FBI, and the Bureau is treating 

Catholics as potential terrorists because of their beliefs.” This startling charge was 

leveled by 20 state attorneys general in a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland 

and FBI Director Christopher Wray, after a memo from the FBI’s Richmond field office 

came to light.

WMCA-AM Monday 02/20/23 1:00 6:26:06 AM
Well, unfortunately, in 21st-century post-Roe America, there are people who deny 

the basic scientific reality that the entity in the womb is an unborn human being.

WMCA-AM Monday 02/20/23 1:00 3:03:16 PM
Well, unfortunately, in 21st-century post-Roe America, there are people who deny 

the basic scientific reality that the entity in the womb is an unborn human being.

WMCA-AM Monday 02/20/23 1:00 4:26:07 PM
Well, unfortunately, in 21st-century post-Roe America, there are people who deny 

the basic scientific reality that the entity in the womb is an unborn human being.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/21/23 1:00 5:54:05 AM
When the best performers of the year are recession hedges, inflation hedges and tax 

shelters, it says a lot about where things are headed. For America, it's not good.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/21/23 1:00 6:28:49 PM
When the best performers of the year are recession hedges, inflation hedges and tax 

shelters, it says a lot about where things are headed. For America, it's not good.



WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/22/23 1:00 11:58:13 AM
In a recent New York Times piece, guest essayist Heather Kaye writes complacently 

about how her children were, “co-parented by the Chinese government.” 

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/22/23 1:00 3:29:59 PM
In a recent New York Times piece, guest essayist Heather Kaye writes complacently 

about how her children were, “co-parented by the Chinese government.” 

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/23/23 1:00 4:28:28 AM

President Biden just signed an executive order launching a White House Steering 

Committee on Equity. It’s supposed to raise the profile of racial discrimination and 

other issues of equity.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/23/23 1:00 5:29:46 PM

President Biden just signed an executive order launching a White House Steering 

Committee on Equity. It’s supposed to raise the profile of racial discrimination and 

other issues of equity.

WMCA-AM Thursday 02/23/23 1:00 10:03:15 PM

President Biden just signed an executive order launching a White House Steering 

Committee on Equity. It’s supposed to raise the profile of racial discrimination and 

other issues of equity.

WMCA-AM Friday 02/24/23 1:00 8:01:38 AM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Friday 02/24/23 1:00 6:02:00 PM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/25/23 1:00 5:03:00 AM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/25/23 1:00 7:58:50 AM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/25/23 1:00 10:25:46 AM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 02/25/23 1:00 9:42:12 PM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/26/23 1:00 8:28:53 AM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 



WMCA-AM Sunday 02/26/23 1:00 9:15:26 AM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/26/23 1:00 3:57:47 PM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 02/26/23 1:00 4:58:36 PM

An old scandal from last year has ballooned into a much larger issue for the 

Department of Defense. In the midterm cycle, a Democrat oppo-research group 

obtained the military records of Republican candidate Jennifer-Ruth Green—and 

exposed her victimization by sexual assault while in the Air Force. 

WMCA-AM Monday 02/27/23 1:00 12:55:51 AM

Nina Jankowicz and her Orwellian “Disinformation Governance Board” may have 

been shut down, but the Biden Administration’s ambitions to censor the internet 

weren’t. Apparently, the State Department has been funding a British nonprofit 

through a pair of American nonprofits. 

WMCA-AM Monday 02/27/23 1:00 10:58:09 AM

Nina Jankowicz and her Orwellian “Disinformation Governance Board” may have 

been shut down, but the Biden Administration’s ambitions to censor the internet 

weren’t. Apparently, the State Department has been funding a British nonprofit 

through a pair of American nonprofits. 

WMCA-AM Monday 02/27/23 1:00 3:43:05 PM

Nina Jankowicz and her Orwellian “Disinformation Governance Board” may have 

been shut down, but the Biden Administration’s ambitions to censor the internet 

weren’t. Apparently, the State Department has been funding a British nonprofit 

through a pair of American nonprofits. 

WMCA-AM Monday 02/27/23 1:00 4:26:57 PM

Nina Jankowicz and her Orwellian “Disinformation Governance Board” may have 

been shut down, but the Biden Administration’s ambitions to censor the internet 

weren’t. Apparently, the State Department has been funding a British nonprofit 

through a pair of American nonprofits. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/28/23 1:00 4:29:05 AM

Polls show that Republican voters see 2024 as a two-person race. With this ad, 

DeSantis and his supporters want the rest of those considering a 2024 bid to 

recognize that too—and make way.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/28/23 1:00 12:19:30 PM

Polls show that Republican voters see 2024 as a two-person race. With this ad, 

DeSantis and his supporters want the rest of those considering a 2024 bid to 

recognize that too—and make way.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/28/23 1:00 3:31:02 PM

Polls show that Republican voters see 2024 as a two-person race. With this ad, 

DeSantis and his supporters want the rest of those considering a 2024 bid to 

recognize that too—and make way.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 02/28/23 1:00 3:52:41 PM

Polls show that Republican voters see 2024 as a two-person race. With this ad, 

DeSantis and his supporters want the rest of those considering a 2024 bid to 

recognize that too—and make way.

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/02/23 1:00 5:28:33 PM
But the tide is turning. More and more people are waking up to the outrage that is 

pediatric gender medicine

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/02/23 1:00 7:55:56 PM
But the tide is turning. More and more people are waking up to the outrage that is 

pediatric gender medicine

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/02/23 1:00 8:58:22 PM
But the tide is turning. More and more people are waking up to the outrage that is 

pediatric gender medicine

WMCA-AM Friday 03/03/23 1:00 1:57:57 AM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.



WMCA-AM Friday 03/03/23 1:00 3:29:53 PM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Friday 03/03/23 1:00 5:58:31 PM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/04/23 1:00 7:26:51 AM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/04/23 1:00 12:57:18 PM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/04/23 1:00 5:56:57 PM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/04/23 1:00 11:58:09 PM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/05/23 1:00 6:53:29 AM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/05/23 1:00 9:16:15 AM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/05/23 1:00 7:30:28 PM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/05/23 1:00 9:58:13 PM
The Energy Department concluded that the covid pandemic indeed resulted from a 

lab leak. Not long ago, you’d have been deplatformed for this statement.

WMCA-AM Monday 03/06/23 1:00 12:55:32 AM

During a recent city council meeting in Framingham, Massachusetts the chairman of 

the Democratic committee questioned whether crisis pregnancy centers misdiagnose 

pregnant women. He went on to suggest that disabled children place an inordinate 

burden on taxpayers if their parents don’t abort them. The comments were made as 

the city council considered a proclamation supporting for “reproductive rights.”

WMCA-AM Monday 03/06/23 1:00 9:01:17 AM

During a recent city council meeting in Framingham, Massachusetts the chairman of 

the Democratic committee questioned whether crisis pregnancy centers misdiagnose 

pregnant women. He went on to suggest that disabled children place an inordinate 

burden on taxpayers if their parents don’t abort them. The comments were made as 

the city council considered a proclamation supporting for “reproductive rights.”

WMCA-AM Monday 03/06/23 1:00 6:57:46 PM

During a recent city council meeting in Framingham, Massachusetts the chairman of 

the Democratic committee questioned whether crisis pregnancy centers misdiagnose 

pregnant women. He went on to suggest that disabled children place an inordinate 

burden on taxpayers if their parents don’t abort them. The comments were made as 

the city council considered a proclamation supporting for “reproductive rights.”

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/07/23 1:00 4:55:01 AM

But there ought to be a reckoning for all the media propagandists who shamed 

people into silence about Fetterman’s health, starting with an apology to the voters 

of Pennsylvania.



WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/07/23 1:00 1:55:10 PM

But there ought to be a reckoning for all the media propagandists who shamed 

people into silence about Fetterman’s health, starting with an apology to the voters 

of Pennsylvania.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/07/23 1:00 5:00:15 PM

But there ought to be a reckoning for all the media propagandists who shamed 

people into silence about Fetterman’s health, starting with an apology to the voters 

of Pennsylvania.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 03/08/23 1:00 3:52:56 PM

The revelation that the Department of Energy and the FBI have separately concluded 

from their own intelligence that the pandemic likely started with a laboratory leak in 

Wuhan has put a sharp focus on those who attempted to suppress discussion and 

debate about that obvious explanation.

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/09/23 1:00 3:41:55 PM
At last, America’s leadership class is openly confronting the economic, military, and 

technological threat we are facing from the Chinese Communist Party.

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/09/23 1:00 4:27:50 PM
At last, America’s leadership class is openly confronting the economic, military, and 

technological threat we are facing from the Chinese Communist Party.

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/09/23 1:00 8:57:27 PM
At last, America’s leadership class is openly confronting the economic, military, and 

technological threat we are facing from the Chinese Communist Party.

WMCA-AM Friday 03/10/23 1:00 3:17:34 PM

America is highly resilient, but we are not utterly immune to the sort of debt crises 

we saw hitting Europe ten years ago or emerging markets in the 1990s. We like to 

think debt doesn't matter, right up until the moment when it is the only thing which 

matters. 

WMCA-AM Friday 03/10/23 1:00 11:57:19 PM

America is highly resilient, but we are not utterly immune to the sort of debt crises 

we saw hitting Europe ten years ago or emerging markets in the 1990s. We like to 

think debt doesn't matter, right up until the moment when it is the only thing which 

matters. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 1:00 8:02:54 AM

America is highly resilient, but we are not utterly immune to the sort of debt crises 

we saw hitting Europe ten years ago or emerging markets in the 1990s. We like to 

think debt doesn't matter, right up until the moment when it is the only thing which 

matters. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 1:00 5:55:57 PM

America is highly resilient, but we are not utterly immune to the sort of debt crises 

we saw hitting Europe ten years ago or emerging markets in the 1990s. We like to 

think debt doesn't matter, right up until the moment when it is the only thing which 

matters. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/12/23 1:00 12:19:31 AM

America is highly resilient, but we are not utterly immune to the sort of debt crises 

we saw hitting Europe ten years ago or emerging markets in the 1990s. We like to 

think debt doesn't matter, right up until the moment when it is the only thing which 

matters. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/12/23 1:00 9:13:15 AM

America is highly resilient, but we are not utterly immune to the sort of debt crises 

we saw hitting Europe ten years ago or emerging markets in the 1990s. We like to 

think debt doesn't matter, right up until the moment when it is the only thing which 

matters. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/12/23 1:00 6:02:00 PM

America is highly resilient, but we are not utterly immune to the sort of debt crises 

we saw hitting Europe ten years ago or emerging markets in the 1990s. We like to 

think debt doesn't matter, right up until the moment when it is the only thing which 

matters. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/12/23 1:00 7:56:59 PM

America is highly resilient, but we are not utterly immune to the sort of debt crises 

we saw hitting Europe ten years ago or emerging markets in the 1990s. We like to 

think debt doesn't matter, right up until the moment when it is the only thing which 

matters. 



WMCA-AM Monday 03/13/23 1:00 12:49:30 PM

The Merrick Garland Justice Department is at it again. They’re insisting President 

Trump can’t use legal immunity as a shield against civil lawsuits by two Capitol Police 

and 11 Democratic congressmen. The suits seek to hold Trump personably liable for 

the Capitol riots because of his statements on January 6

WMCA-AM Monday 03/13/23 1:00 3:20:05 PM

The Merrick Garland Justice Department is at it again. They’re insisting President 

Trump can’t use legal immunity as a shield against civil lawsuits by two Capitol Police 

and 11 Democratic congressmen. The suits seek to hold Trump personably liable for 

the Capitol riots because of his statements on January 6

WMCA-AM Monday 03/13/23 1:00 6:57:49 PM

The Merrick Garland Justice Department is at it again. They’re insisting President 

Trump can’t use legal immunity as a shield against civil lawsuits by two Capitol Police 

and 11 Democratic congressmen. The suits seek to hold Trump personably liable for 

the Capitol riots because of his statements on January 6

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/14/23 1:00 9:27:51 AM
Transgender activists are wielding a powerful weapon in the battle over sex and 

identity: the English language.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/14/23 1:00 3:03:10 PM
Transgender activists are wielding a powerful weapon in the battle over sex and 

identity: the English language.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 03/15/23 1:00 9:57:49 AM
The failure of Silicon Valley Bank sums up, in one ongoing crisis, the failure of our 

ruling class. 

WMCA-AM Wednesday 03/15/23 1:00 2:28:04 PM
The failure of Silicon Valley Bank sums up, in one ongoing crisis, the failure of our 

ruling class. 

WMCA-AM Wednesday 03/15/23 1:00 6:28:33 PM
The failure of Silicon Valley Bank sums up, in one ongoing crisis, the failure of our 

ruling class. 

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/16/23 1:00 3:40:30 PM We Still Don’t Have the Full Story on January 6 

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/16/23 1:00 4:25:39 PM We Still Don’t Have the Full Story on January 6 

WMCA-AM Friday 03/17/23 1:00 4:28:55 AM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Friday 03/17/23 1:00 2:55:36 PM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Friday 03/17/23 1:00 3:30:28 PM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/18/23 1:00 7:55:41 AM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/18/23 1:00 4:13:10 PM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/18/23 1:00 8:28:01 PM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/18/23 1:00 9:42:08 PM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 1:00 4:35:40 AM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 1:00 8:26:16 AM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 1:00 9:50:13 AM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 1:00 11:28:27 AM Twitter Files Reveal Digital McCarthyism

WMCA-AM Monday 03/20/23 1:00 12:55:44 AM

The Supreme Court has an opportunity to save us from runaway regulation. If the 

court can summon the courage this year, it can deal the bureaucrats a body blow and 

free millions of Americans from diktats from on high, each one of which makes their 

lives more difficult, more expensive and decidedly less free.

WMCA-AM Monday 03/20/23 1:00 3:17:36 PM

The Supreme Court has an opportunity to save us from runaway regulation. If the 

court can summon the courage this year, it can deal the bureaucrats a body blow and 

free millions of Americans from diktats from on high, each one of which makes their 

lives more difficult, more expensive and decidedly less free.



WMCA-AM Monday 03/20/23 1:00 9:53:07 PM

The Supreme Court has an opportunity to save us from runaway regulation. If the 

court can summon the courage this year, it can deal the bureaucrats a body blow and 

free millions of Americans from diktats from on high, each one of which makes their 

lives more difficult, more expensive and decidedly less free.

WMCA-AM Monday 03/20/23 1:00 11:55:03 PM

The Supreme Court has an opportunity to save us from runaway regulation. If the 

court can summon the courage this year, it can deal the bureaucrats a body blow and 

free millions of Americans from diktats from on high, each one of which makes their 

lives more difficult, more expensive and decidedly less free.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/21/23 1:00 4:55:11 AM

Vanguard—one of the two largest money management companies in 

America—shocked the industry recently when they announced its withdrawal from 

an anti-fossil fuels industry alliance. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/21/23 1:00 6:55:32 AM

Vanguard—one of the two largest money management companies in 

America—shocked the industry recently when they announced its withdrawal from 

an anti-fossil fuels industry alliance. 

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/21/23 1:00 5:29:37 PM

Vanguard—one of the two largest money management companies in 

America—shocked the industry recently when they announced its withdrawal from 

an anti-fossil fuels industry alliance. 

WMCA-AM Wednesday 03/22/23 1:00 3:03:16 PM

The United States has never behaved like a banana republic, where the opposing 

party rushes to prosecute former leaders the minute it gains power. But with the Mar-

a-Lago raid and these charges—which even some left-leaning legal analysts call 

trivial—that tradition’s evaporating.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 03/22/23 1:00 6:56:29 PM

The United States has never behaved like a banana republic, where the opposing 

party rushes to prosecute former leaders the minute it gains power. But with the Mar-

a-Lago raid and these charges—which even some left-leaning legal analysts call 

trivial—that tradition’s evaporating.

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/23/23 1:00 7:28:26 AM

The FDIC exists to protect individual depositors, not the wealthy bankers and 

speculators from the consequences of their own folly. Bailouts—especially of the sort 

Warren is proposing—create moral hazards that result in more failures in the future. 

We should have learned that lesson in 2008.

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/23/23 1:00 5:00:34 PM

The FDIC exists to protect individual depositors, not the wealthy bankers and 

speculators from the consequences of their own folly. Bailouts—especially of the sort 

Warren is proposing—create moral hazards that result in more failures in the future. 

We should have learned that lesson in 2008.

WMCA-AM Friday 03/24/23 1:00 3:31:35 PM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Friday 03/24/23 1:00 5:57:19 PM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/25/23 1:00 1:58:19 AM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/25/23 1:00 5:58:50 AM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 



WMCA-AM Saturday 03/25/23 1:00 8:03:01 AM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/25/23 1:00 4:28:44 PM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/26/23 1:00 12:02:56 AM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/26/23 1:00 6:19:04 AM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/26/23 1:00 3:17:18 PM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/26/23 1:00 7:28:41 PM

President Biden has issued only one veto so far, and he used it to protect gigantic 

Wall Street firms such as Blackrock, who use an approach to investing called ESG, 

which imports social factors into financial decision-making. 

WMCA-AM Monday 03/27/23 1:00 12:58:50 AM

China and Russia have something important in common—something far more 

important than their shared border. That is: a basic opposition to the United States 

and to the West.

WMCA-AM Monday 03/27/23 1:00 4:55:47 AM

China and Russia have something important in common—something far more 

important than their shared border. That is: a basic opposition to the United States 

and to the West.

WMCA-AM Monday 03/27/23 1:00 12:29:30 PM

China and Russia have something important in common—something far more 

important than their shared border. That is: a basic opposition to the United States 

and to the West.

WMCA-AM Monday 03/27/23 1:00 3:51:49 PM

China and Russia have something important in common—something far more 

important than their shared border. That is: a basic opposition to the United States 

and to the West.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/28/23 1:00 4:27:48 AM

Coach Joseph Kennedy was fired from his high school football coaching position 

because he engaged in silent personal prayer on the field after a game. He sued. And 

last year he won big at the Supreme Court. A 6-3 ruling declaring that the public 

school had violated his Free Exercise and Free Speech rights.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/28/23 1:00 1:56:52 PM

Coach Joseph Kennedy was fired from his high school football coaching position 

because he engaged in silent personal prayer on the field after a game. He sued. And 

last year he won big at the Supreme Court. A 6-3 ruling declaring that the public 

school had violated his Free Exercise and Free Speech rights.

WMCA-AM Tuesday 03/28/23 1:00 3:18:39 PM

Coach Joseph Kennedy was fired from his high school football coaching position 

because he engaged in silent personal prayer on the field after a game. He sued. And 

last year he won big at the Supreme Court. A 6-3 ruling declaring that the public 

school had violated his Free Exercise and Free Speech rights.



WMCA-AM Wednesday 03/29/23 1:00 6:56:37 AM

In a win for parents nationwide, last week the Parents Bill of Rights passed the House 

of Representatives. The legislation simply establishes what should be obvious: 

parents have a right both to know what their children are being taught in school, and 

to have a say in school policies. The law also requires parents to be notified if school 

personnel are acting to change a child’s gender.

WMCA-AM Wednesday 03/29/23 1:00 3:02:15 PM

In a win for parents nationwide, last week the Parents Bill of Rights passed the House 

of Representatives. The legislation simply establishes what should be obvious: 

parents have a right both to know what their children are being taught in school, and 

to have a say in school policies. The law also requires parents to be notified if school 

personnel are acting to change a child’s gender.

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/30/23 1:00 6:56:42 PM

Has NPR turned into Narrative Public Radio? They claimed this weekend that only 

“limited scientific evidence” exists for the physical advantages of males in sports 

competition. Their report attempted to cast a critical look at steps taken by the 

World Athletics Council to restrict access to women’s competitions to biological 

females. What they really offered was clear look into narrative journalism and 

agenda-driven “news.”

WMCA-AM Thursday 03/30/23 1:00 11:57:16 PM

Has NPR turned into Narrative Public Radio? They claimed this weekend that only 

“limited scientific evidence” exists for the physical advantages of males in sports 

competition. Their report attempted to cast a critical look at steps taken by the 

World Athletics Council to restrict access to women’s competitions to biological 

females. What they really offered was clear look into narrative journalism and 

agenda-driven “news.”

WMCA-AM Friday 03/31/23 1:00 5:28:28 PM

In sobering news for our country’s future, a new Wall Street Journal poll says our 

national values have shifted radically over the last 25 years. In 1998, 70 percent of 

Americans deemed patriotism very important and 62 percent said the same of 

religion. Now, only 38 percent find patriotism very important, and only 39 percent 

said the same of religion. 



 
Programs Various Times 
 
On the following pages major issues are presented along with programs which have been 
aired to address those issues. The program list is not exhaustive and other programs were 
aired dealing with issues. The attached listing, however, is representative of the 
commitment of this station to address those issues and problems which concern our 
community. 
 
 



MONTHLY ISSUES REPORT FOR STATION WMCA

QUARTER First

YEAR OF 2023

DATE SHOW NAME SHOW TIMEISSUE NARRATIVE OF ISSUE
TIME IN 

MINUTES

1/6/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM ABORTION

Abby Johnson  former Planned Parenthood Director and CEO of And Then There Were None, 

looks at the ongoing War that was waged to help protect the lives of the unborn in 2022 and the 

battles that still must be fought in 2023 like Retail Pharmacies selling Abortion Pills.

9:00

2/3/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM ABORTION

Thomas Jipping  a Senior Visiting fellow from the Heritage Foundation, looks at how States can 

continue to battle and fight to protect the lives on the unborn through legislation after the 

overturning of Roe vs. Wade.

6:00

2/15/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM ABORTION
Joy Stockbauer a Policy Analyst for the Center for Human Dignity with Family Research Council, 

looks at a practical Pro-Life guide for Men.
9:00

2/7/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM BUSINESS
Ari Zoldan from Quantum Mechanics, looks at the root of Eli Musk's central mission with Twitter 

to do away with all the bots.
8:00

2/9/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM BUSINESS
Kristin Tate  from The Hill, looks at how Government overreach could do to create a new digital 

currency with Crypto falling apart after the collapse of FTX.
6:00

2/14/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM BUSINESS

Andrew Gruel  a celebrity chef and Food Network judge, looks at how the Biden Administration is 

targeting low wage restaurant staff and waitresses to make do with paying their share of tips and 

taxes with the IRS's relentless pursuit. Happy Valentine’s Day!

6:00

2/16/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM COVID

Emerald Robinson from "The Absolute Truth" on Frank Speech, looks at how 50% of young, 

vaccinated, athletes now have Myocarditis thanks to the complications coming from the Covid 

vaccine

6:00

2/17/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM ECOMONY
Alfredo Ortiz  President and Founder of the Jobs Creators Network looks at how the Producers 

Price Index has an impact on our economy and a correlation with the rise in Inflation
6:00

1/4/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM FAMILY
Shelley Goldberg  of Parenting Express fame, highlights an important discussion in a part one of 

dealing with disrespectful grown children
6:00

2/3/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM FAMILY
Bethany Mandel  from the Deseret News looks at the magic and importance of what a messy house 

can do for the family unit.
9:00

2/8/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM FAMILY
. Shelley Goldberg formerly of NY-1 looks at what Parents can do if they don't happen to like their 

children's friend(s). 
6:00

2/10/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM FAMILY

Bethany Mandel of the Deseret News & NY Post, looked at how Disney + is creating Woke and 

Reparation based cartoons and how Florida Governor, Ron DeSantis, is the only one stepping up to 

Disney's block of "entertainment." 

9:00

2/15/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM FAMILY

Shelley Goldberg  a former family reporter for NY-1, looks at how we can improve as a family by 

remembering our Table Manners and how we as a family can improve by sitting down and sharing a 

meal together.

6:00

2/8/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM HEALTH

Dr. Melinda Keller of the Brooklyn Spine Center, helps patients dealing with long-term back and 

spine problems live a healthier life and how she can help correct the issues her patients are actively 

living with.

8:00

2/13/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM HEALTH

Dr. Gina Loudon  Longtime Media Personality and Media Advisor to President Trump, looks at a 

Trans Health Clinic in St. Louis that has hurt more than 600 teenagers through gender transitioning 

experiments.

9:00

2/16/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM HEALTH
Kelsey Bolar  From IWF, looks at how De-Transitioners are getting abandoned and ghosted by 

medical professionals attempting to go back to their old lives. 
9:00

2/20/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM HEALTH Kelsey Bolar  on De-Transitioner's being abandoned by medical professionals. 9:00

2/20/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM HEALTH Emerald Robinson  on young athletes having Myocarditis 6:00



2/6/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM HUMANITY

. Joel Veldkamp  Head of International Communications with CSI, gives us an update on the latest 

in the Ngoro Karabach region as Armenian Christians face starvation and genocide at the hands of 

the aggressor Azerbaijan.

6:00

1/3/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM IMIGRATION

Bryce Eddy  from the Liberty Station Podcast under the Salem Media Podcast Network tree, joined 

the program to highlight how much of a Tent City El Paso, Texas, has turned into with the surges of 

illegal migrants crossing over the Southern Border.

9:00

2/6/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM INVESTING
Steve Madonna from Kramer Market Research, looks at how Fed Chairman Jerome Powell, raising 

rates again last week to fight rising Inflation, balances our economy.
8:00

2/13/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM INVESTING
Scott Martin  of Kramer Market Research, looks at the latest in the markets today on a bit of a 

course correction after last week's disappointing numbers.
8:00

1/6/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM MARRIAGE
Bethany Mandel  from Deseret News, looks at the kind of work and honesty Michelle Obama gave 

about her marriage to President Barrack Obama.
9:00

1/2/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Darren Beattie  a former speech writer and White House official for President Trump looks at the 

erroneous reports of the January 6th Committee's witch-hunt into President Trump's involvement of 

the January 6th events on the Capitol

6:00

1/3/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
KT McFarland  returns to open the new year to discuss how Ukraine can win its current and 

ongoing war with Russia with Peace.
8:00

1/4/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Congressman Mike Lawler  from CD-17 in New York State and currently on the House Floor in 

Washington, DC, speaks to the current difficulties it has been to elect Kevin McCarthy as the next 

Speaker of Congress for the new session here in 2023 and beyond

10:00

1/4/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Steven A. Sund former Police Chief of the Capitol Police speaks to the events that unfolded that 

day on January 6th in his new book, "Courage Under Fire."
9:00

1/5/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Michael Goodwin  columnist for the NY Post, looks at the current infighting going on inside the 

Halls of Congress right now as the distractions over the vote are preventing any real progress from 

being made against the true battle of stopping the current, out of control, Biden Administration.

10:00

1/5/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

General Jack Keane (retired 4 Star General, Fox News Senior Strategic Analyst, and the chairman 

of the Institute for the Study of War, looks at Putin's latest announcement of a Ceasefire in Ukraine 

over the next two days to observe Orthodox Christmas. 

9:00

1/6/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Governor Mike Huckabee looks at the insanity of what 10% of Congress is doing to the rest of 

this country by holding up the Speaker vote to elect Kevin McCarthy.
8:00

1/9/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Congresswoman Nicole Malliotakis  of CD-11 in New York, representing Staten Island & lower 

Brooklyn, looks at the steps that needed to be taken by New York Republicans to help get Kevin 

McCarthy across the finish line to become the next Speaker of the House for the upcoming session of 

Congress and beyond. 

10:00

1/9/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Dr. Gina Loudon  of Real America's Voice, looks at what we can do now, going forward and what 

she hopes the new Congress can do now that Kevin McCarthy is at the helm of the ship for Congress 

and hoping to repeal a lot of movement done by the reckless Biden Administration.

9:00

2/3/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Governor Mike Huckabee  rejoins the program to talk about AOC's ranting and raving from the 

Pulpit after the House of Representatives removed Ilhan Omar from the Foreign Affairs Committee, 

and how transparent and honest President Biden will be when he gives his State of The Union 

Address on Tuesday night. 

10:00

2/6/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Dr. Gina Loudon  a long-time media advisor to President Trump, looks at how complicit the deep 

state is to cover up for the Biden Administration in all of its lies and corruption with the latest saga 

of Balloon-Gate. 

10:00

2/7/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Congresswoman Claudia Tenney  on what the people of America can expect for the new Congress 

in 2023 under the leadership of Kevin McCarthy.
10:00

2/7/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Miranda Devine  on Hunter Biden's laptop tells us about his business relationship with his father 

and foreign countries.
9:00

2/8/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Gordon Chang of the Epoch Times, looks at President Biden's Foreign Policy stances coming out 

of the State of the Union Address from last night and how little deterrence there is from China's 

espionage and bully tactics of pushing the envelope towards endangering our national security.

9:00



2/9/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Margot Cleveland  from The Federalist, looks at what airing the dirty laundry of the Biden family 

means for a probe into Hunter's life and his laptop for his business dealings.
8:00

2/9/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Kelsey Bolar  of the Independent Women's Forum, looks at Hunter Biden's monthly rent being 

exceedingly high and past due and what that means for the rest of the country.
9:00

2/9/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

KT McFarland looks at how this country needs real leadership given what is currently happening 

here in the United States and our allies as China & Russia continue to push the envelope in bully 

towards our national security and our allies.

8:00

2/10/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Monica Crowley of the Monica Crowley Podcast, and a former official during the Trump 

Administration, looks at how the Biden Classified Documents saga unveiled a trail of documents 

that Joe Biden kept with him everywhere he went and how much of a national security risk that is to 

take.

10:00

2/10/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
EJ Antoni a research fellow at the Heritage Foundation, looks at how President Biden continues to 

lie about the state of the economy and jobs created as your wallets get more and more empty. 
6:00

2/10/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Governor Mike Huckabee  looks at what the De-Platforming of a cable news network can do to 

silence the opposition and create a solo narrative of what's allowed and accepted.
8:00

2/13/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

David Marcus  a contributor to the Daily Wire & Fox News, looks at the ongoing and ballooning 

relationship President Biden has with China and how his open relationships are hurting USA's efforts 

for national security

6:00

2/14/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Karol Markowicz  of the New York Post, looks at what she discovered after a recent family trip to 

Disney World at how the House of Mouse, may be crumbling from within after an injection of 

Woke policies and ideologies.

9:00

2/14/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Michael Clancy lawyer by trade and former Republican candidate for the 10th District of Virginia, 

looks at how the Government is open and willingly funding public indoctrination through our public 

schools thanks to "Progressive Education."

8:00

2/15/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Fred Fleitz from America First Policy Institute, looks at the recent threats to our national security in 

the air with UFO's and Spy Balloon's. 
10:00

2/17/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Sean Spicer  of "Spicer and Co." on Newsmax, has come out with a new children's book called 

"The Parrots Go Bananas" and he details what that new book is all about along with how silent the 

White House has been recently with disasters and tragedies happening right in front of us with Train 

Derailments and President Biden's physical

10:00

2/17/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS
Bethany Mandel  has a new piece out in The Frontier where she makes the Jewish case for why 

Nikki Haley should be the next President in 2024
9:00

2/17/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS

Roma Daravi  former Trump White House official and the founder of Daravi Strategies looks at 

how all the potential candidates that are taking shape for the next Presidential election in 2024 are 

all in Trump's hands.

8:00

2/20/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM POLITICS Dr. Gina Loudon  on the complicit media covering up all of the Biden family lies and transactions. 10:00

1/5/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM RELIGION

Kevin Sorbo  actor of Hercules fame, has a new film coming out later this month called "Left 

Behind: Rise of the Antichrist" and he joins Kevin McCullough to give a sneak peek to what the film 

is all about and how you can purchase tickets to see the film currently.

8:00

1/9/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM RELIGION
Rabbi Schneider  of Discovering the Jewish Jesus, gives us a look at his latest novel of the 

"Messianic Prophecy Revealed." 
6:00

2/3/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM RELIGION
Father Leo Patalinghug  has a new book out, "Dining With The Saints", examining how the Saints 

ate during medieval times and the history of the meal through faith.
8:00

2/16/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM RELIGION

Pastor Jack Hibbs  Lead Pastor at the Calvary Chapel of Chino Hills, and Host of Real-Life Radio 

on WMCA & Salem Media looks at a recent story on the Church of England reconsidering the 

pronouns given to God.

8:00

1/5/23 Kevin McCullough 3:00 PM WOMEN ISSUE
Kelsey Bolar of the Independent Women's Forum, looks at how the battle to protect women's rights 

is still ongoing despite the Left's profiteering off the medical malfeasance of Transgenderism
6:00



 
Public Service Announcements Various Times 

 
This station broadcast numerous public service announcements during this quarter. 
The organization served and the relevant issues covered are listed on the following pages. 
The information concerning details as to the total number of PSA' s aired and the 
announcement lengths is included. 
 
 



Spot Manager: Placed, 01/01/23-03/31/23
Station Weekday Date Advertiser Length Air Time Ad-ID

Order Product Description: Adoption from Foster Care

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :15 4:58:48 AM CNAU0695000

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :15 12:20:12 PM CNAU0695000

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :30 4:29:25 AM CNAU0697000

Order Product Description: Alzheimer's Awareness

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/01/23 NY PSA 1:00 1:57:38 AM CNAL0015000

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :15 7:59:36 AM CNAL0019000

Order Product Description: Autism Awareness

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA :30 3:41:05 PM CNAT0530000

Order Product Description: CDC Rx Awareness

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/01/23 NY PSA :30 4:28:27 AM CDCRX0330R

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :30 8:02:00 AM CDCRX0130R

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA :30 7:59:31 PM CDCRX0230R

Order Product Description: Child vaccine

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :15 11:59:32 PM MKVA0008000

Order Product Description: Communities in Schools

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/01/23 NY PSA 1:00 5:39:15 PM 65020A

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :30 2:57:15 PM 65020B

Order Product Description: CPR

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :15 1:16:06 PM DEF5695832E1

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA 1:00 9:37:57 AM DEF5695832E6

Order Product Description: Department of Veterans Affairs

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :15 4:59:06 PM CVA20PSARA15

Order Product Description: Disability Etiquette - United Spine Asocn

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/01/23 NY PSA :30 3:59:37 PM 4MDE7164JR30

Order Product Description: Donate Blood

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :30 4:59:01 AM NABR00182

Order Product Description: Fatherhood Involvement

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA 1:00 3:19:45 PM CNFI0651000

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA 1:00 9:12:37 AM CNFI0652000

Order Product Description: Help for drug use

WMCA-AM Saturday 01/07/23 NY PSA :20 8:02:29 AM SARM0214000

WMCA-AM Monday 02/06/23 NY PSA :20 11:59:32 PM SARM0214000

Order Product Description: High Blood Pressure Control

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA 1:00 3:40:08 PM CNHB0217000

Order Product Description: National Pest Management Association

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :30 3:42:45 PM 37154A

Order Product Description: National Police Association

WMCA-AM Wednesday 02/01/23 NY PSA :15 4:58:17 AM 37118B

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :15 10:01:31 PM 37118B

Order Product Description: Park/outdoor/forest opportunities awareness

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/01/23 NY PSA :15 5:59:10 PM CNFT0562000

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/18/23 NY PSA 1:00 11:57:50 PM CNFT0557000

Order Product Description: Poison help line
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Spot Manager: Placed, 01/01/23-03/31/23
Station Weekday Date Advertiser Length Air Time Ad-ID

Order Product Description: Poison help line

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :15 12:56:32 AM HRSAC10015 Poison Child15

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :15 6:58:06 AM HRSAC10015 Poison Child15

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/12/23 NY PSA :15 8:02:00 PM HRSAC10015 Poison Child15

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA :30 4:28:57 PM HRSAC10030 Poison Helplin

Order Product Description: Rogue Online Pharmacy hazards

WMCA-AM Sunday 01/01/23 NY PSA 1:00 5:29:22 PM 37141A

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :30 3:33:27 PM 37141B

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA 1:00 5:32:00 AM 37141A

Order Product Description: Social Security Administration

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :15 6:52:58 AM 1SSA0030000

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :30 11:29:14 PM 1SSA0029000

Order Product Description: Stop Weight Bias

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :15 5:54:44 AM 37047C

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA :30 12:03:38 AM 37047B

Order Product Description: Teacher awareness

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA :15 11:42:50 PM 37134C

Order Product Description: Tire pressure check

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA :30 8:58:50 AM 37215A

Order Product Description: Workforce Readiness - a way out

WMCA-AM Monday 01/02/23 NY PSA :15 1:59:11 PM CNWK0039000

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/11/23 NY PSA 1:00 4:27:22 PM CNWK0041000

WMCA-AM Saturday 03/18/23 NY PSA 1:00 5:03:58 AM CNWK0041000

WMCA-AM Sunday 03/19/23 NY PSA 1:00 9:48:59 AM CNWK0041000
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